
 

 

LEAGUE ONE / LEAGUE TWO NETWORK – ELECTION STATEMENTS 

2021 

 
JAMES YOUNG – ROBINS TRUST (CHELTENHAM TOWN) 

I am standing for re-election to the National Council as I dearly want to carry on the work that, 
together, we have started. I have been involved in supporter activism at Cheltenham Town for 20 
years and was founding chairman of the Robins Trust back in 2005. 

In that time, I can honestly say that nothing has been more inspiring, or rewarding, than being 
involved in the FSA’s efforts for the Fan Led Review. I was able to put my experience as a journalist-
turned-copywriter to use to help with the final sub-edits and proof-reading of the FSA evidence - all 
74,000 words of it! 

I was also proud and privileged to lead a fantastic team of supporter reps in the League One and 
League Two evidence session to Tracey Crouch and the review panel. From a frantic meeting trying 
to gain a consensus view, to the numerous ad-hoc conversations as we put our thoughts and ideas 
into polished evidence, I loved every minute. 

And having started out as a council member looking to help drive through the review, I would love to 
play a part in what comes next. It is a burning passion of mine to see football change, and to be a 
part of the FSA team that helps achieve that. 

Working together as we have in the last 12 months, with clarity of mind and purpose, has filled me 
with optimism for the future as well as a sense of pride. 

Outside of my work for the Robins Trust I am a copywriter in a marketing department for a business 
services group and occasional freelance journalist and broadcaster. 

For 20 years I have worked in and around sports journalism and would love to bring my experience, 
knowledge – and yes proof-reading skills – to the table again, if needed. 

 



FSA National Council Nomination 
Supporting Statement 
 
Candidate: Ian Bridge  

      (Bolton Wanderers Supporters Society) 
 
 

The recently aborted European Super League proposal, which kick-
started the Fan Led Review (FLR), has emphasised the fact that life 
outside the bubble of the top level of the Premier League is becoming 
increasingly more difficult. This is precisely why the lifeblood of English 
football, the supporters, are becoming more important and influential with 
each passing day.  
 
The involvement of the FSA in the ongoing FLR shows how important the 
views of the supporters are and need to be represented in the most 
effective way possible.  
 

As a lifelong BWFC supporter, and as co-founder, past chair and current secretary of Bolton 
Wanderers Supporters Society, my experiences of the last 6 years have opened my eyes to 
the many instances of selfish, arrogant and incompetent club ownership and governance. 
Unfortunately, this malaise is not limited to club ownership, with the "competition organisers" 
also contributing to the problem.  
 
Many clubs do have responsible and sensible owners. However, nobody knows a club better 
than that particular club's supporters and their voices need to be heard and represented as 
effectively as possible.  
 
I am also assisting the Fair Game project in a club liaison capacity and have recently been 
involved in engaging several League 1 and League 2 clubs who have subsequently signed up 
to the project. 
 
My experiences over recent years at Bolton Wanderers in contact and dealings with 
unprincipled owners, ineffective governing bodies and insolvency practitioners has given me 
a great appreciation of the important part the FSA will play in the future of football in this 
country.  
 
I would therefore like to put my name forward for election to the FSA National Council and 
request that I be given an opportunity to help in representing supporters in shaping the future 
of our national game.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Ian Bridge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Election Statement by Simon Colebrook for the League 1 and 2 Network of the FSA National Council 

 

I am a 52 year old Chartered Accountant working for a manufacturing business in Portsmouth and 

have served on the Board of Pompey Supporter’ Trust since 2015. Initially acting as Treasurer, I have 

been Chair of the Board since 2017. 

My tenure on the PST Board has encompassed a wide array of scenarios that fans can experience 

with their clubs: 

• Fan Ownership 

• Engaging with prospective new owners and negotiating an offer to buy the club 

• Conducting a ballot on the sale and providing members with the information to make an 

informed choice 

• Completing the sale of the club and building a new engagement structure with the club in 

private ownership 

• Distributing over £2.5m back to the fans that contributed towards the rescue of the club in 

2013 

I had hoped that the lessons from the turbulent times that Pompey went through would never be 

repeated. But, looking across the football landscape, an unacceptably high number of clubs have 

experienced similar fates, or worse, and I now see many parallels with our past in the current issues 

facing several clubs. I am increasingly concerned that what we managed to do at Pompey has been 

made impossible to replicate due to the scale of the financial issues facing clubs in crisis. 

With the Fan-led review in progress, the FSA has a unique opportunity to help reshape the 

governance of the game to restabilise the financial basis of the game and empower fans to play an 

active role when their clubs fall into crisis.  

We have potentially the best opportunity for change in our game for a generation and I am keen to 

play a part in helping to bring about reform, bringing my experience from Pompey to the National 

Council. 

Simon Colebrook 

Pompey Supporters’ Trust 

October 2021 



Mark Porter Supporting Statement 

I’m Mark I have been on the Port Vale supporters club since 2014 starting off as vice chair whilst Ally 

Simcock was chair, then eventually taking on the reigns of the supporter’s club in 2016.  

I have enjoyed every minute of my time and I feel that I can bring a great deal of experience to the 

FSA, we had issues with our former owner. Through the network of supporters clubs, we had so 

much support even having the Blackpool Supporters Trust members coming to our meeting to give 

us support in our protests. The change came when our new owners bought the club in 2019 and the 

club has lots of engagement with the supporter’s club, and last season won EFL community club of 

the year.  

My experience is vast, I work in the capacity of fundraising and charity work in my daytime role, 

which helps me in so many aspects of the supporter’s club. I also help to run a grass roots football 

charity in North Staffordshire that enables children between 6-18 to play the game of football 

regardless of ability. I was involved in the Petitions debate on football governance with the local MP 

for Stoke on Trent North in June of this year which was recorded and then used in the parliamentary 

debate. Alongside this in November 2020 I was on a video call to discuss the petition calling for 

football fans to be allowed to attend matches during the Covid-19 pandemic, and how the resulting 

restrictions have impacted clubs, fans, and local communities on the call were our local MP, Rick 

Parry Chairman of the EFL, Carol Shanahan Port Vale fc Owner and Chari of Stoke City Supporters 

Council.  

Personally I actually love being involved in the Supporters club and to some up my thoughts on why I 

am so passionate about this, it is quite simply not about us and them it is about making a difference 

by knowing what a difference we can make to football supporters lives, giving them a better future 

and those in the communities and clubs impacted by our work are the most important people and 

that is why I’m proud to be a part of the football family. I hope you will cast your vote for me.  

                                                                   Thank you  


